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P.N. Advice to Readers:  The following contains detailed descriptions of 

death and dying.  
 

The Cairns media carries correspondence re Euthanasia, especially from local doctors, each 
of whom have their own privileged perspective on this vital issue.  

Clergy too have privileged experiences with the dying moment - at that point when the 
medicos’ step back and before the morticians step forward.   

 

 

 

 

The chaplain is there at the very moment of death with Last Rites.  The Catholic practice is 
not an Anointing with Oil to help and heal the sick person, but rather is Viaticum- receiving 
the Eucharist and then the Commendation Prayers, which are rather more like a command 
or order =  

Go forth, Christian soul, from this world  
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in the name of God the almighty Father, 
who created you ….. 
I commend you 
to Almighty God 
and entrust you to your Creator  
…………………………. 
May you see your Redeemer 
face to face 
and enjoy the vision of  
God forever.  1 

I now am close to my fiftieth (50th) year of pastoral ministry as deacon, priest and bishop, in 
many and varied settings, across Continental Europe, North America and home here in 
Australia.  

So like our local doctors, this brings a privileged perspective on the human condition. 

I also have the advantage of philosophical training and teaching – a discipline which strives 
to think all things together.  This should also bring the courage to challenge one’s own 
deeply held convictions (Nietzsche 1844-1900).   

In a rather more pompous, though pertinent phrase: Each one of us has the metaphysical 
system (= the world view) which we can intellectually afford! 

Phenomenology, a significant school of contemporary European philosophy builds upon 
Immanuel Kant’s (1724-1804) distinction sharply drawn between the accessible 
phenomenon: the thing-as-it-appears-to-us over against the inaccessible noumenon: the 
thing-is-in-itself.  

So there is Death as-it-appears to any one of us now and then Death as it actually will be 
experienced by each of us then! 

Heidegger (1889-1976) integrally connects our experience of Being/Existing with our 
experience of Time.  He starkly defines our human existence as Being-Towards-Death.  

As far as we know, we may be the only living beings who are aware of our impending death! 

                                                
1 A pastoral, personal and practical conclusion would imply that it would be rather inconsistent, if not downright contradictory, for 
a person choosing Euthanasia to request the Last Rites from the Church - just as it would be for the Church to administer these 
Rites in those circumstances. 
This may seem like usual Catholic Double Standards, but I for one, would not deny any person a Christian Funeral, reasoning 
that neither I nor anyone can judge how that person may have actually gone before or been received by the Lord at the moment 
of their death. 
To repeat Pope Francis’ much criticized, yet very humble statement; Who am I to judge! 
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We too may be the only ones aware of the passing of Time.  Animals may live in some 
Perpetual Present.  2 

For us the Present is less than the razor-thin edge over which we move/pass from a given, 
fixed and certain Past, towards an utterly unknown and uncertain Future - except for our 
awareness of the certainly of Death. I may die before I completing this word, or this 
sentence!3 

Along with my philosophy and theology training I have had a lifelong interest in the 
byways of human history particularly with its more curious and bizarre features, as will be 
apparent in what follows. 

So much for my own credentials, which I hope I lay out honestly my own motivations and 
basic beliefs.   

This background should be the pre-requisite for any reasonable and respectful discussion of 
serious issues, lest we descend into polemical and inter-personal vitriol: there we go - already 
into polemics!  

There is also a sound guiding warning in inter-Church or inter-Religion dialogues, which 
should be applied more broadly: Do not compare our best with their worst.  We all carry the 
baggage of our individual and collective Past of which we all are now rightly ashamed.4 

– 0 – 

So now to a discussion of Dying and Death itself. 

In my own experience, and this is confirmed by other clergy longer on the mission than 
myself and particularly from those in daily hospital chaplaincy, the actual moment of death, 
that letting go, is usually peace-filled, even though it may be preceded by long and intensive 
pain.  

Many deaths occur in the wee hours of the morning. Medical people tell me that every body 
every day goes through a clinical crisis period when temperature, heartbeat and blood 
pressure momentarily fluctuate and then returns to a normal pattern.  In early morning we 
may have had some vague awareness of this in moments of broken sleep. 

                                                
2 While on the subject: our pets do seem to have their own distinctive personalities - yet how much of that is a projection of our 
own appreciation/perception as-they-appear-to-us.  We may never know how they really are-in-themselves!  This too could be 
said of our inter-personal relationship – even with those whom we love.  How much do we project our expectations upon others? 
So too this may well be also with those closest to us! 
3 Incidentally this too causes one to wonders about that newly current term: Progressive Politics. Progressing to where?  
Truthfully no one knows.  Despite my own political instincts and my life-long voting pattern, this gives me some appreciation of 
those who incline towards more Conservative political positions.  We do have a firmer grasp upon the Past than we do of any 
Future? 
Yet the only prerequisite for speaking of the good old days is a bad old memory! 
4 John Bathersby (1936 – 2020), former Archbishop of Brisbane (1991 – 2011) used wonder aloud as the Church’s sexual 
abuse scandal was emerging during the 1990s: What might we be doing now as a society or an institution, for which in a 
generation we may have to hang our heads in shame? 
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May it be that each day the body instinctively decides to live on - or to let go – to die.   

My own father (more of whom later) was never without his wristwatch – even in bed.  
However when he eventually died peacefully at home in the early morning, we noticed he 
had taken off his watch some time during the night.  Perhaps he had decided it was the time-
to-go? 

This may be why many people die in their sleep! 

Doctors and clergy frequently are summoned out on a house sick call in the early morning. 

Thankfully most people die in bed.  The next most likely place to die is the toilet!  The 
English novelist Evelyn Waugh (1903-1966), despite his own sense of the absurd, dreaded 
this fate befalling him.  Lo and behold, after a fine hearty lunch, that was exactly his fate. 

Incidentally given this odd statistic, a colourful local politician, some decades ago ran a 
campaign that all toilet doors should open outwards.   That motion failed to pass! 

But enough of such toilet talk.  

Now let us return to the more dignified aspect of dying naturally and dying well. 

In my experience the moment of death usually occurs in a restful peaceful, though semi-
conscious state. 

Hearing may to be the last faculty to close down.  So be careful what you say around a death 
bed! 

Breathing becomes softer and shallower.  However the inelegantly termed the Death Rattles 
may occur when the last faint breaths pass up through a moistened throat. 

Then the eyes:  Here there is nothing more telling about dying.  Light and life of the eyes go 
out.  There seems no better indication of death.  In but a mere moment a person is intensely 
so present and capture you in their intense gaze.  Then you and they are suddenly released 
from that shared gaze.  

The eyes die and glaze over.  

Only in the late Middle Ages European artists discovered how to make eyes live – giving 
them a glint, an actual mirror reflection of what they were seeing.   

Prior to that the eyes in paintings, and particularly in sculpture, seemed blank/dead. 

The eyes going blank brings an immediate sense of absence. A moment before the person 
dying may seem so intensely present that at any other time before then they are gone and 
their absence is powerfully palpable. 

Soon the skin’s complexion alters as the heart stops circulating. 
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My own and that of other clergy, is when you arrive too late, the eyes already have that 
blank stare.  The room itself feels so empty. Then it falls to you, medically untrained to say: 
I think s/he has gone. to the life-long spouse who may sometimes be the only other person 
in that profoundly lonely moment. 

There is an old Irish custom to cover the mirrors and open the window of the room, lest the 
soul catches a glimpse of itself in the mirror departing through the window! 

So to another deeply implanted, though mis-conceived thought about dying: that death 
entailed a (long) journey to some other place. 

Coins were placed over the eye of the dead.  Practically these closed the eyelids concealing 
that now blank look. 

Mythology arose that these coins were to pay the ferryman taking you across the River Styx. 
This primal imagery left its mark on the Western and Christian imaging of the dying process. 
(Michelangelo’s Last Judgement in the Sistine chapel.) 

A Christian view, literally and thoroughly biblically is quite otherwise.  

We do not have to go anywhere on our own.  He comes to us and takes us to where He wants 
us to be.  

In my Father's house there are many rooms; otherwise I would 
have told you. I am going now to prepare a place for you, and 
after I have gone and prepared you a place, I shall return to 
take you to myself, so that you may be with me where I am. 
(John 14:2-3) 

A wise spiritual director, in my own seminary days, (who also had extensive philosophy 
training), advised us students in a very Aussie way not to think of Heaven as a place of damp 
clouds and spare harps. 

We were also then advised: Do not try to jolly up death and dying – especially at funerals. 
5 

                                                
5 To lighten up this subject: have you heard of  musician who fell heavily through his harp.  After the concert other orchestra 
members went to visit him in hospital, to have, as it were, a piece of him. They were told they could find him in rooms 1 – 47, 
the exact number of strings in harps.   
You may also need to take in account the end off-cuts bits. 
This too may help illustrate that major Arabic contribution to human thought: the concept of Zero (0), which rather than gives 
numerical infinity and indeed a hint of Eternity. The Roman numerical system began with I.  Is a baby one (1) on the day of its 
birth (or even at the moment of conception) or does it have to wait twelve (12) months for its first, (1st) birthday?  
Or do we count the fence posts or the strands between the posts?   
Do I die at seventy (70) or in/during my seventy-first (71st) year? 
This also raises the century confusion:  
We are in the 21st centenary though it is only 2021: Pope John Paul II’s mistakingly declared A.D. 2020 the Millennium year.  It 
should have been 2001. 
So too Australia Federation appropriately was achieved at the beginning of a new 20th century – on the first day of 1901. 
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– 0 – 

Then there is the actual face of the deceased. 

A few months ago I visited someone only a few hours before their death, whom I had known 
reasonably well to say farewell and thanks.  Already the face appeared 
transformed/translucent - almost angelic.  

Death often brings the face a faint yet discernable peace-filled smile – as if the person is 
already beginning to enjoy the Beatific Vision – the Very Face of God. 

Death masks were an age-old practice before modern photography, (Curious we consider it 
bad taste to take photos of the dead – recall the 2020 Melbourne Freeway accident scene!). 

Death masks come from soft wax impressed onto the face of the recently deceased, creating 
a cast, into which clay or such other material, is poured providing an exact enduring image 
of the deceased.  6 

– 0 – 

As I have already remarked earlier one unintended consequence of the Voluntary Assisted 
Dying /Euthanasia discussion may be that dying naturally is now generally perceived/feared 
always as a dread-filled occurrence. Actually/statistically this is not so.  

– 0 – 

                                                
Resist also the current popular though erroneous evasion of referring to the whole of last century as the 1900s, which only 
covers from the start of 1901 till the end of 1910. 
The 1900s do not embrace/include any of the subsequent, decades the Nineteen, ’20s, ’30s, etc. 
While up on a temporal hobby horse let’s avoid another current contradictory time phrase: Anytime Soon.  Any is of an 
intermediate or indefinite tense – while Soon is of an immediate or definite tense.  So one word contradicts the other. 
Hopefully disposing of those current idiosyncrasies or sheer ignorances: 
Perhaps Eternity cannot come soon enough to free us from all of these temporal constraints. 
Please also spare us from that feigned empty courtesy, which crept in about twenty (20) years ago of prefacing every reply with 
the trite phrase That is a very good question. More often than not, it was a stupid question.  
Perhaps I am simply living too long and reverting to a previous existence of a grumpy pedantic old school teacher/lecturer! 
All of this when you thought there was nothing simpler than 1 + 1 = 2: 
So there is nothing more certain than the difference between being alive or being dead. 
Though this may leave that strange vague and in-between space which has always haunted the human mind: some place 
occupied by restless spirits/ghosts as found almost universally in mythology traditions.  
6 Among a consignment of art pieces which I received recently was, quite unexpectedly, the death mask of a Netherlands artist, 
Henri Jonas (1878-1944).  Except for a few of his religious works I had acquired over the years, he was otherwise unknown to 
me.  Yet now I am haunted by the presence of his life-like death mask! – and I do not know what I should do with it. 
Yet this long-deceased total stranger’s face has a peaceful presence, a serenity, a dignity, preserving his strong facial features.  
The death mask of Ned Kelly (1854-1880), photos of which are occasionally published.  In spite of being hanged by the neck 
until he was dead, his face wears a quiet dignity.  Ned may have died rather more peacefully on the 11/11/1880 than did the 
Judge who condemned him, Redmond Barry (1813-1880), whom the bushranger had predicted at his sentencing that they 
would soon meet again, died what may have been a worse death, a huge inoperable carbuncle on his neck on the 23/12/1883, 
only eleven (11) days after.  
Perhaps the one certainty is that death is a great equalizer.  
YouTube has an item on the death masks of famous people.  Usually they look finer more peaceful and dignified in death than 
in life. 
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Yet having said all this I do not glibly and insensitively denying that before some deaths 
there are extremely painful and an excruciating experiences for all those who have to 
watch on. 

Decades ago, over a period of several days, frequently I was with a parishioner, a gentle 
husband and father, suffering a very aggressive cancer. Yet he had chosen to die at 
home. 

A doctor, also a family friend, would regularly attend to him during those intensely 
stress-filled days. 

As I prayed, the doctor would urge him to let go. Regularly he administered pain-
relieving morphine, drip by drip though he kept feeling for the pulse so as not to 
extinguish life! 

Finally the moment of death came – very peacefully. 

For some, including in my own family, the time leading up to death itself can be horribly 
painful and protracted. 

Some people also seem unwilling or unable to let go.   

Even when seemingly unconscious, some do hang on, beyond all medical odds, until a long-
awaited family member or friend arrives!  

– 0 – 
Years ago a Brisbane newspaper carried a nurse’s recollection of a well-known but un-
named religious leader, whom she was caring for in hospital at his end. He seemed 
terrified of death, or perhaps The Judgement which he believed awaited him! 

Such an ominous prospect of a Final Judgement is not necessarily a religious concept or 
some unhealthy hang-over guilt. 

In times past doctors quaintly, emphatically such patients with terminal conditions: You had 
better put your spiritual and temporal affairs in order!  

– 0 – 

Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), arguably the most influential of all philosophers, had at the 
core of his ethical thinking that ultimately there has to be a moral equalization:  

– 0 – 

Thou art indeed just, Lord, if I counted, why do sinners’ ways prosper and why 
must disappointment all I endeavor end?   

Gerard Manley Hopkins SJ (1844-1889) 
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Does this demand a final moral reckoning? - if not in this life, then in some future existence?7 

For Kant that this ethical equity is a proof positive for the existence of some Higher Force, 
or Moral Authority – a God-like figure who will mediate and measure out such a final ethical 
equity!   

Our civil and criminal legal systems strive, though sometimes unsuccessfully to achieve this: 
the equally balanced Scales of Justice held by the blindfolded figure of Justice. 

Such a proposition fits well with Kant’s own well-ordered personality and lifestyle.  8 

In Australia from the mid-1830s the Colonial Government made substantial budgetary 
grants to the larger religious denominations for the Provision of Public Religious 
Observance, not given primarily for pious devotional purposes, but rather for its more 
utilitarian social purpose of moral persuasion.  

In a still largely convict (or ex-convict) society there was nothing like the threat of Eternal 
Damnation to hold in check the moral conformity of the lower orders! 

Pompous as such sentiments now sound, one can not help to wonder if there may have been 
some wisdom in such thinking and behaving. 

Again I may be reverting to form as old-time moralizing Preacher. 

I wake up every morning to an early radio news broadcast which frequently report some 
brutal knife stabbing.  Remarking on this to a police detective he responded practically yet 
chillingly: Well every kitchen does have a carving knife!   

I would probably be better to set my radio alarm to wake more edifyingly to something like 
The God Who Sings!     

                                                
7 This life can seem be manifestly unfair!  Why do bad things happen to good people? and conversely and seemingly more 
frequently – why do good things happen to bad people? 
8 It is said that his fellow citizens of Königsberg (in East Prussia) set their watches and clocks by his passing by at exactly the 
same time every day on his sedate thought-filled walks. 
On only one occasion (except probably also for his own death-day) did he fail to take his highly predictable walk, when the news 
reached him that the French had executed their own king – Louis XVIth (1754-1793).  Such deep disruption to the moral and 
social order so distressed Kant that he was utterly unable to leave his house on that fateful day.   
(Incidentally Louis XVIth and his wife may not a been the frivolous flibbertigibbets often portrayed. 
One of the king’s last queries before his beheading was: What news of Lapérouse? Who was last seen by Philip and Co. in 
Botany Bay in January 1788? 
Marie Antoinette (1755-1793) was reading in French translation, Hawksmoor’s edition of the Exploration Journals of James 
Cook up to her own execution on the 17th October.) 
Another, but much less significant death, also gave Kant food for thought.  An inn on the edge of Königsberg was famous and 
well-frequented, especially on those long northern summer evenings, when a nightingale would sing beautifully in the nearby 
bushes.  Then this bird died or flew away.  The innkeeper, aware of the impact this loss would have on his business, sought out 
a local lad who could perfectly mimic the bird’s call.   
All this went well until this subterfuge was discovered.  The townspeople took their revenge: the boy was soundly beaten and 
the innkeeper bankrupted. 
Again is an example of moral equivalence: fake can not trump fact.  The innkeeper had to pay the price for the mimic – the 
phony phenomenon – the Mere Appearance in place of the Real Thing. 
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Though these daily reports of stabbings, fatal road rage or domestic violence incidents leave 
you thinking if a dose of good old-fashioned guilt and with the fear of a Final Judgement 
and Eternal Damnation might not go so amiss in maintaining some sense of moral order in 
our current disturbed society. 

– 0 – 

Again the current wide-spread discussion on Euthanasia may create (un-intentionally) a 
popular perception or a fear that dying is always a dreadful prospect. 

There was a fine old Catholic devotion of praying Three Hail Marys for a Happy Death.  
Mercifully many deaths are that: gently surrounded by family and friends. 

Before death became so clinicalised, sanitised and isolated into hospital or hospice settings, 
there were elaborate domestic rituals and social etiquettes to be followed when a person was 
dying at home surrounded by family and friends.   

Even those who had been long-estranged could call to pay their last respects so there could 
be a reconciliation and the departing one could die with an eased conscience. 

Again Australian history gives us a fine example: The Rev John Dunmore Lang (1799-1878) 
a fiery and fearsome Scotchman, came to the deathbed of Sydney’s first Catholic bishop, an 
Englishman, John Bede Polding (1794-1877).  For decades they had been strident and very 
open adversaries on all sorts of social and sectarian issues.  Yet while almost exact 
contemporaries in life and in their long residing in the Colony, (Lang arrived in N.S.W. in 
1823 and Polding in 1835) and they had never before met face-to-face and man-to-man. 

At Polding’s deathbed it was reliably reported that Lang was seen to have wept openly - for 
the first time in his life! 

There were other time-honored customs such as returning to their senders all letters the 
deceased had received, tied up in purple ribbon. 

Then there was the day/night long wake before the funeral, just in case the seemingly 
deceased did wake up.  There are well documented cases of death-like trances, giving rise 
to that wide-spread fear in the past of being buried alive. 

Funeral directors, like clergy, develop a protective but rather dark sense of humour in the 
face of death.  A local Undertaker (strange old euphemistic title that! when you care to think 
of it) told me that one vile of his King Tut’s Embalming Fluid, (as it is quaintly branded in 
the Funeral Trade) which now is routinely injected into corpses, would certainly extinguish 
any lingering traces of life.  

– 0 – 

To alleviate intense and untreatable pain is the reason usually given in favour of having 
Voluntary Assisted Dying.  
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Some years ago I experienced a severe sciatic attack.  I never knew that pain could be so 
intense. It took four (4) supposedly pain-reducing Green Whistles to get me from the bed, 
down the stairs and to the waiting ambulance, but with little or no relief.  There are some 
physical conditions, seemingly particularly those more bone than muscle or organ related, 
which are less responsive to pain relief.  Hence the fear of prostate cancer going to the bone.   

Every person’s pain threshold differs.  A few years before this sciatic attack, I had endured 
several days of intense pain before being diagnosed and operated upon for a strangulated 
bowel.  Doctors treating me remarked on my high pain threshold.  Yet that pain experience 
was as nothing compared with the later sciatic experience.  

So I am not writing from comfortable philosophical isolation or from a transcending 
theological abstraction.  Some pain can be extremely intense and quite unresponsive to relief 
medication. 

This brings us to the crucial distinction between Pain and Suffering.   This highly relevant 
distinction does not seem to have been severely considered in discussions on Euthanasia in 
any serious Euthanasia discussion.  

– 0 – 

Pain is an objective, though complex, human and animal reality.  It may be, at its very least, 
nature’s warning sign of a developing medical condition, 

Yet physical Pain is strictly distinct from human Suffering.  

Suffering is the uniquely intensely personal meaning - giving response to persistent physical 
pain.  

While we each have our own varying physical pain threshold, what is so much more 
personal to each one of us is our unique response in suffering.9 

I might accidentally strike my thumb with a hammer and I experience intense pain.  Yet if 
that same amount of pain inflicted deliberately as torture, I would suffer much more 10 

                                                
9 A physician, F. J. J. Buytendijk (1887-1974), has written on this vital distinction.  Others too have drawn this philosophical 
distinction.  However his reflections are intensely more personal as he himself had suffered at the hands of the Nazi occupiers 
of his Netherlands. 
10 The Chilean General Pinochet’s regime (1973-1990) further refined the suffering of torture during interrogation: One could be 
tortured in the presence of your loved ones, or worse, your loved one could be tortured in your stead while you were forced to 
watch on! 
That same (C.I.A.-supported) regime also developed mass-killings down (or up) to a finely efficient art form.  A military transport 
plane would be loaded up with undesirables, which would then fly far out into our shared Pacific (peaceful!) Ocean.  The aircraft 
would then bank steeply, the loading bay ramp would be opened and the human cargo would drop in, as it were, one quick 
action resulting simultaneously in death and burial at sea.  No doubt about the efficiency of the military mind! 
Dipping further back into recent history: the Nazis first experimented with mass killing using the Becker Bus (a gassing wagon): 
an ordinary motor truck with a large air-sealed rear compartment – into which the exhaust pipe was inserted.  If the vehicle was 
driven at a constant twenty (20) km per hour for say twenty (20) minutes, then upon opening the compartment the occupants 
should all have been found to have lost generally consciousness and died peacefully! However human nature being as it is, the 
drivers, fully cognisant of their gruesome task, could not constrain themselves to drive so slowly for that set period of time.  
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– 0 – 

So to return to the Pain/Suffering distinction.  A person may willingly suffer extreme pain 
if that achieves some higher purpose: such as sparing another loved one from a similar fate.   

There are Acts of Martyrdom: giving up one’s own life for that of another – as in the Charles 
Dickens (1812-1870) classic Tale of Two Cities. A far, far better thing I do this day.  

There is also speculation, based on eye witness accounts over the centuries, that such heroic 
acts may be experienced not excruciating – but actually transcendently peacefully. 

Though it may not be exclusively Christian, it is though distinctly and centrally Christian: 
that such suffering can be redemptive/salvific.  In my own graced experience of intense pain, 
it was the image of Christ Crucified, which alone made any sense of it my own suffering.11  

– 0 – 

                                                
Instinctively they would plant the foot on the accelerator, increasing the exhaust flow, so that the sight finally to be beheld was 
anything but peace-filled.  
The solution to a problem, which now seems so obvious to us, wise as we are after the event, was the stationary gas chamber 
building, usually disguised as a large communal shower facility, to avoid mass panic, into which was dropped Zyklon B pallets 
(the trade name of a commercially produced cyanide-based rat fumigation preparation developed in Germany in the early 
1920s.) 
Oh, how so simple - a Final Solution - but only after a brighter or a more benighted mind had come up with the idea! 
Now to go back a further twenty (20) years to post W.W.I. defeated Germany.  Before Hitler and his Nazi Party came to power 
in 1933 few if any disabled German soldiers were still alive.  The financially and morally bankrupt Weimar Republic (1919-1933) 
had already disposed/euthanised that burden on society and on its faltering economy.  So the stage was already set and a 
(medical) mentality already developed for what was to follow – not only in the death camps but also in hospices, hospitals, clinics 
and asylums across Occupied Europe.   
Present euthanasia proponents understandably dismiss or resent reference to these awkward precedents.  Those who do not 
Remember the Past are condemned to Repeat It.  George Santayana (1863-1952) from The Life of Reason (1905).  Dachau: 
those who do not learn from history has to repeat it. 
Another less known event was to occur in the Belgian town of Gheel situated on one of the river estuaries which drain Western 
Europe.  From the Middle Ages this town had given refuge and life-long residency to those mentally afflicted. 
Further up this river system each town or village would rid themselves of their Village Idiots by bundling them onto any passing 
boat or barge, so that they became become someone else’s problem - downstream.   This may be the origin of the phrase Ship 
of Fools. 
Gheel, placed as it was near the end of that vast river system, inevitably became the off-loading point for many of these poor 
souls.  Over time there the townspeople took it upon themselves to care for them. 
This may have been inspired by their local patron Saint Dymphna.  She was a 7th century Irish Christian, a princess who was 
hunted down and killed by her jealous lustful pagan chieftain father.  Her shrine at Gheel, with this particular practical devotional 
care flourished from at least the early 13th century.  So Dymphna became the patron saint of the insane.  Whether for devotional 
and/or demographic reasons this town for centuries was a humane refuge for poor demented souls, who were cared for either 
in townspeople’s own homes or in Church-run hospices.  
Not infrequently this simple humane care brought remarkable restorations to normality. 
All of this continued uninterrupted ly until the Nazi invasion of Belgium.  By the end of that Occupation there was not one 
person with mental illness left living in Gheel.  They had all been euthanised. 
Since the War the town has continued its humane tradition.  To this day it is a model in the care and treatment of those with 
mental health issues. 
11 However the gibbeting of notorious criminals was to continue in supposedly highly civilized European societies into the 19th 
century, as did public executions, including one Tasmanian incident in the 1830s.  The executed body was then par-boiled, 
tarred and bound up in chains to be hung up at a prominent crossroads for all to see as a deterrent to common crime. 
It is hard to define Civilisation – but you certainly know Barbarism when you see it. (as said Kenneth Clark (1903-1983) 
of Civilisation fame.) 
Incidentally, the Crucifix was only to become a central object of Christian devotion in the centuries-long after that extreme and 
prolonged form of execution for criminals and slaves had ceased. 
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When I first heard the word, Euthanasia it sounded to young ears like Youth-in-Asia. Now 
it may be more like Ageing -in-Australia?  

Excuse that poor phonetic pun.   

Yet it may help to set the tone for all that follows because:  that we can laugh death in the 
face:   

Death, where is your victory? Death, where is your sting? (1 Corinthians 15:55-57) 

How strange it is that the call for Euthanasia is now most strongly heard in affluent 
developed societies with their highly advanced medical resources.  In less-developed places, 
with far fewer medical options, the very idea of Euthanasia can be culturally abhorrent.  

A counter-initiative-conclusion may be that we, in the West, are now able to live so much 
longer and we assume that the prospect of dying naturally can be delayed almost 
indefinitely.  

An odd alternative to of all this is cryopreserving, where recently deceased human or animal 
bodies can be cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures, to be then recovered/revived only 
when medical science has a cure for what had ailed them.   This is already available - at a 
price - though it is unlikely, with present technologies, that any organs could survive 
undamaged at such temperatures!  

If in some future Brave New World dying naturally may have been outlawed through fear 
and dread, then the only options available may be cryo-preserving or Euthanasia.  Which 
would one choose as both involve damage to or destruction of vital organs?    

This also seems to be an inconvenient truth glossed over in discussion of Voluntary Assisted 
Dying or Euthanasia. 

Unlike dying naturally and with dignity, the actual procedure must necessarily be lethally 
invasive. 

The clearest example we do have is execution by lethal injection. 

Several cannulas are inserted into various veins, in case any one of them is instinctively 
rejected and ejected.  Then three (3) different cylinders are sequentially plunged: injecting 
first a sedative or anesthesia, a pain suppressant, and finally the lethal dose which 
attacks/destroys the vital organs.  Hopefully the first two (2) work.  However even in routine 
surgery there are the rare cases where this does not happen – a patient can be aware 
throughout the operation!  
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Dr. Philip Nitschke 12 and other practitioners should advise all us of how Nembutal and 
other available agents actually do work on the body.  They should advise of the risks – no 
matter how rare - of the sedation measures failing. 13 

– 0 – 

Yet paradoxically has modern medical care itself become so effective that it in itself may be 
unnecessarily prolonging life?  Up until quite recently hydration, keeping the fluid levels up 
in the body, by way of a drip was considered an ordinary means of preserving life.  Now it 
is understood to be an extraordinary (and unnecessary) means, as the body itself retains 
sufficient fluid to take it to a natural death.  Adding more fluids only unnecessarily prolongs 
life.  Apparently thirst can be managed by ordinary nursing means. 

The Catholic moral position has always been that one has only to provide ordinary means 
to maintain human life.  Resorting to extraordinary means is seriously ethically problematic 
– as the following first-hand examples will illustrate 

My own father, some forty (40) years ago now had major and very disfiguring surgery for a 
rather rare cancer of the tongue.  He then spent an unprecedented three (3) months in 
Intensive Care, hovering between life and death.  On several occasions we were told to make 
our final farewells, only to return the next morning to find him remarkably recovered. 
Overnight he had been given a full blood transfusion, which miraculously restored him.  

The doctor in-charge of the unit at that time, for whatever personal reasons, was well-known 
for not allowing any patients to die on their watch.  

This was not only our own family experience but was one shared by other families in that 
strange/strong bond which develops among people in the waiting rooms of an I.C.U. 

A decade later I was pastorally involved in an even more bazaar experience of dying.  After 
a severe stroke a person was admitted to I.C.U. on a Friday afternoon.  They were put on 
life support – only to be declared brain dead on the Saturday.  However the ventilator could 
only be turned off by the doctor who had turned it on!  (What God-like 
authority/responsibility to carry!  But such was then hospital policy.)  The doctor was on 
leave till Monday afternoon, when the cremation had been scheduled.   

The funeral directors were left waiting at the hospital. while the family and I were left 
waiting at the crematorium for the said doctor to return from leave to turn off the switch 
and deliver up the body! 

So are some of the curious vagaries of modern medicine!  

                                                
12   Years ago I heard on A.B.C. radio a fine interview with Philip which gave deeper insights into this thinking.  If I remember 
accurately his own Jewish parents were sheltered in Vienna during the War by a Gentile family. 
13 An up-to-date detailed and accessible, yet disturbing account of execution by lethal injection may be found on Wikipedia 
Lethal Injection. 
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– 0 – 

The life and death of each of us has its influence on others (Paul to the Romans 14:7-9) 
or to express the same truth/reality more poetically No man is an island unto himself 
alone. (John Donne 1572-1631) 

It is seriously problematic and an impertinent presumption to speculate on the basic 
motives of others. 

Yet might not the deeper motivation for advocating Voluntary Assisted Dying be the 
quest for ultimate individual autonomy, rather than that usually given: the relief of pain.  

My speculation that this is the basic motive comes from letters published in responses to an 
earlier article I wrote for The Australian in August of 2017.  I cited from a pre-Christian 
philosophical tradition Socrates (c. 470 BC) that our last moments of life may indeed be our 
finest as Socrates steadfastly refused to take his own life until the legally prescribed lethal 
dose of hemlock is presented to him (399 BC). Then from a post-Christian perspective I 
cited, the French Existentialist J.P. Sartre’s (1905-1980) conviction that suicide which 
reduced one’s self from a conscious thinking subject to an unconscious thoughtless object is 
the ultimate act of human absurdity.   

To this response were made that we now should have moved beyond such thinking as that 
of Socrates or Sartre! 

From this I can only deduce that what has taken hold is the very recently widely held 
assumption that each of us is ultimately, individually and absolutely autonomous.  I am 
answerable to and for myself alone.  Yet very much such an alone state may be!    

Attractive and seemingly unassailable this human and contemporary, world view may have 
become, it is still not without its ethical consequences.   

To return again to Immanuel Kant, his more mundane and less other - worldly, ethical 
dictum is: (so act, that your own particular decision could become the universal norm).  
In other words: do not make ethical exceptions for yourself, unless you are prepared to grant 
that exemption to everyone else faced with the same circumstances.  For example: do not 
exceed the speed limit yourself unless you allow everyone else on the road with you at that 
time to do exactly the same: Result; death dealing chaos! 

My own wishes and my own self-administered lethal actions necessarily and inescapably 
involve others.   

My own life-taking intentions in their preparations and/or in their aftermath, inevitably 
require some participation by others.   

So am I entitled in my own exiting of life to expect/demand the involvement of others, 
whether willingly or unwillingly given?  
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This brings us to the immediate issue prompting me to offer this.  

Queensland’s Deputy Premier, Stephen Miles, was reported recently as saying that the 
impending Queensland legislation on Voluntary Assisted Dying would require religious 
hospitals and aged care facilities to accommodate the wishes of those who could not or 
would not be moved elsewhere!! 

This makes the rights of one person to over-ride to trump the legitimate rights of others!  

I realise you would now need to be my age or older to remember back to the mid/late-1960s, 
when the Military Conscription were nineteen (19) year olds, who were then without the 
Vote.  Many of those balloted in likely to serve in the contentious Vietnam War, which was 
itself such a controversial issue 

When I turned nineteen (19) and in the Seminary my own birthday did not come out in the 
marble draw lottery.  Others who were not so fortunate, if they left the Seminary had to 
report to Victoria Barracks in Brisbane on the following Monday to begin being processed 
into the Army. 

However that Conscription legislation, for all its contentious aspects, did still make 
provision for Conscientious Objectors. 

This aspect, at least, had the strong support of the Federal then Labor Opposition. 

Your right to object to serving in any War or only that particular (Vietnam) War received, 
at least some legal consideration. 

You could seek to serve in a non-combatant role in the Army, or to serve two (2) years full-
time in a civilian service role.  Or you could choose prison – as some did. 

However the age-old right to individual Conscientious Objection was then respected in a 
way which now seems to have escaped public and/or political consciousness. 

Individuals’ and institutions’ rights to not be involved in Voluntary Assisted Dying receive 
scant, if any, respect. 

We seem to have moved into a strange and unprecedented world of Legal Positions – that 
the Law of the Land is the only Absolute Authority. 

The independent member of Tasmania’s Upper House, who initiated that Euthanasia 
legislation, when passed is quoted as saying the words to the effect: Well this is now The 
Law so everyone (individuals or institutions) must now comply. 

Significantly that article on execution by Lethal Injection also detailed that major 
pharmaceutical manufacturers and suppliers refused to provide their products to those State 
Prison authorities to be used in executions. 

In that manner: 
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So should a postie be obligated to deliver Nembutal to any home address? 

Should medicos or nursing staff in Public or Private Hospitals be expected to participate in 
V.A.D.? 

Should other hospitals and aged care homes be obligated to admit practices to occur within 
them which are against their consciences? 

Should Deputy Premier, Steven Miles’ contentions hold that a resident, for when such places 
become their home, not be required to be transferred, when their V.A.D. impacts on fellow 
residents – sometimes sharing the same room?  One picture speaks ten thousand words: 
refer back to the depiction of a natural death on the prison hulk! 

Should any and every Ambulance officer be required to drive anyone to a V.A.D. facility? 

Should Public Hospitals be compromised in their traditional mission of healing be required 
to have a V.A.D. department win their complex? 

Even most U.S. prisons provide an execution facility apart from the rest of the complex – so 
as to avoid distress to or land protests from other prisoners – especially those also waiting 
on Death Row! 

– 0 – 

I began this article with the warning about disturbing details of death and dying.   

So I conclude with a quote from the American Philosopher William James (1842-1910) of 
whom it was said: He wrote his philosophy like novels, while his brother, Henry, wrote his 
novels as if they philosophy.   

And this is to justify the lugubrious and extreme illustrations given above: 

Exaggeration is the microscope in the Human Sciences! 

Let us hope (and pray) for a peace-filled natural and Happy Death. 

No exceptions for Conscientious Objectors. 

Even that less-enlightened monarch, Elizabeth I (1533 – 1603), paid lip service to 
conscience: I have no desire to make windows into men’s souls. 

How far we have now come or gone! 

 
 
 
 
+ James Foley 
BISHOP OF CAIRNS 
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